A comparison of the cingulum tract in ALS-B patients and controls using kernel matching.
Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) is a progressive motor neuron disease with poor prognosis. Previous DW-MRI based studies in ALS on WM tracts showed a decrease of FA in tracts related to the motor system. Recent evidence suggests that extra-motor tracts are also affected by ALS. This paper aims to analyse the cingulum tracts of ALS patients and controls. To do so, we introduce kernel matching, a novel method to obtain optimal correspondence between the white matter tracts. The orientation of tract tensors in atlas space as well as the lobal tract shape are employed as prior information. The method proved successful to reduce the large variance of tensor shape features along the cinguli emanating from registration errors. Only after applying the proposed kernel matching method we found a significant increase in the tensor norm of both cinguli. We hypothesize that the degeneration of fibers increases tensor norm.